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In June 2019, the Illinois General Assembly passed legislation dramatically expanding gaming 
operations across the state. The total number of casinos will jump from 10 to 16 and existing 
facilities will be able to increase their gambling “positions”, or seats. Notably, this legislation 
provides for a long-discussed casino built within the City of Chicago. This mega-casino could
offer as many as 4,000 gambling positions and may open as early as 2022. While the City and State 
explore possible locations and a viable financing structure, Chicagoans continue to debate the 
merits of a casino. As a design-minded institution, CAC is also interested in questions brought to 
bear when considering a range of sites and by the design of the building itself. Can a casino anchor 
community or is the relationship too fraught? Is design the difference-maker?

Five city sites received an initial feasibility study, 
conducted by the Illinois Gaming Board:

• The former Michael Reese site in Bronzeville
• The 400+ acre former US Steel/South Works site
•  Property now used for Harborside golf course

at 111th and Bishop Ford Expressway
•  A vacant 23-acre North Lawndale parcel at

Roosevelt and Kostner
• 19-acre vacant CHA-owned land at

Pershing and State 

The feasibility study undercut the economic viability 
of all five sites and the State Assembly’s “onerous tax 
structure,” concluding profits would be marginal at 
best. Proximity to downtown population density and 
tourist traffic matters, particularly with a new report 
showing seven consecutive years of declining state-
wide gaming revenue. Mayor Lori Lightfoot supports 
bringing a casino to Chicago, and had campaigned  
on finding a suitable downtown site. She does harbor 
misgivings about how to finance the project and 
whether the shared revenue structure laid out by the 
State is sustainable for a private operator, a concern 
seemingly supported by the audit. This inconvenient 
truth has led the mayor to repeatedly visit 
Springfield, lobbying the legislature to revisit the 
terms of the casino bill.

Despite the preponderance of South Side sites under 
the microscope, Mayor Lightfoot insists that down-
town is still very much in play. This may be the least 
controversial option given the rather chilly reception 
of local aldermen to the prospect of building a casino 
on at least two of the five proposed sites. Results of 
the City’s public survey collecting additional input on 
casino locations and other considerations for making 
this a viable undertaking, showed broader support for 
a downtown casino and its potential to contribute to 
the City’s revenue streams with leading concerns being 
increased traffic congestion, gambling addiction, and 
the displacement of residents.
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https://chicago.suntimes.com/2019/8/13/20803645/chicago-casino-study-feasibility-gambling-illinois-gaming-board
https://chicago.suntimes.com/politics/2020/2/18/21142936/lightfoot-springfield-chicago-casino-republicans-madigan-harmon
https://www.chicago.gov/city/en/sites/casino-survey-results/home.html
https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/illinois-legislature-continues-work-even-after-may-31-deadline/131589/
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A DEEPER LOOK

Casinos are an engine for job creation. This we know. 
They also perform best as an economic development 
tool when situated in an area devoid of local businesses 
and short on jobs where they cannot cannibalize  
main street. Paradoxically, this often means a casino 
often draws its main clientele from disadvantaged  
populations living right nearby.

From an urban development standpoint, a host  
of variables determine a casino’s success not only 
for its owners but for the community at large.  
When Inglewood, CA, a distressed community in the 
Los Angeles metro area, elected to build a casino 
attached to a raceway as part of its recovery efforts 
following the 1992 race riots, hopes ran high.  
Hollywood Park Casino generated reasonable returns 
for the city straight out of the gate, but this slowed to a 
trickle over time according to the Los Angeles Times. 
Soon, the casino had left Inglewood with an annual 
deficit. Context and timing is everything. When the  
Los Angeles Lakers played the nearby Forum, there 
was a built-in customer base. But when the team  
decamped for Staples Center, fewer people ventured 
to the casino. Recently, the casino has sought to  
capitalize on the opening of the new Rams NFL  
stadium by renovating and expanding, trading a  
pseudo Art Deco veneer for a clean contemporary  
look and feel. So, renewal is possible for aging casinos 
but it is much easier when a symbiotic relationship 
exists with other tourist and entertainment magnets. 
What curve balls will come with Chicago’s choice  
of casino site?     

Atlantic City’s Revel Casino offers another cautionary 
tale. Competing in such a saturated market, the owners 
went big and flashy to try and distinguish themselves 
in the crowd. The $2.4 billion complex, designed by 
global architecture firm Arquitectonica, included a 
sprawling, undulating glass-walled casino, a 57-story 

hotel, and numerous restaurants. It opened in 2012 
and collapsed under its own weight just two years later. 
Design flaws are believed to have been the culprit, in 
part, with great distances between points of entry and 
actual gaming areas and vast atriums expensive to heat 
and cool. 

Ambitious design clearly can unleash challenges when 
approached through the mindset of monu-mentalism. 
What type of design will Chicago court, and what  
selection process will produce the best outcome?

Revel Casino in Atlantic City. Photo licensed under CC 2.0

https://public.tableau.com/profile/melissa.chadburn#!/vizhome/Gamblingdata/Sheet3
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-hollywood-park-casino-20160708-snap-story.html
https://archpaper.com/2014/08/was-the-revel-casinos-design-its-fatal-flaw/
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Jobs. 
Thousands of new job opportunities are 
expected for Chicago residents, with  
the chance to train people in distressed  
communities for casino employment.

Catalyze Investment.
A casino has the potential to stimulate new 
investment in surrounding neighborhoods, 
including in the hospitality, retail, and  
food sectors.

Revenue Sharing. 
The City stands to gain a share of revenue 
which will be directed toward our pension 
obligations.

Competitive Edge. 
A Far South Side casino may succeed in  
pulling gamblers away from Indiana casinos 
a short drive from the city.

A Bad Neighbor?
Concerns remain over the potentially  
corrosive consequences of locating a casino 
within lower-income communities. Each new 
casino exacerbates gambling addition  
and studies have shown casino gambling  
marginally widens economic inequality.

Location.
Sites proposed thus far may struggle to capture 
downtown tourist and convention-goer traffic. 
They are also harder to reach for suburban 
patrons reliant on shuttle buses, largely seniors 
and immigrants viewed as a core market.

Uninspired Design.
Few casinos rise to the level of a proud  
architecture. Most are windowless utilitarian 
boxes de-signed to keep out the daylight and 
fix patrons’ attention on gaming.

Rosy Forecasts.
Past promises of economic stimulus from casino 
gambling have fallen far short elsewhere in 
Illinois. The 2009 legalization of video poker 
and slot gaming within bars and restaurants 
diluted the gambling market, with several 
casinos underperforming revenue 
expectations.
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